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1. Introduction
Cypress is a leased-line based packet-switched network that forms pan of the DARPA
Internet. The basic technology around which Cypress is built consists of small packet switches
called implets. POint-IO-point leased lines interconnect implets, and provide the fundamental
communication media. Hosts using Cypress commWIicate using the DARPA protocol suite,
popularly known as TCP/IP. which slaIlds for Transmission Control Protocol and Internet Proto-
col.
An implet is placed at each subscriber's site, where it connects to the rest of the network
over serial lines and to the subscriber's machines over a Local Area Network (LAN). At present.
all implets COIUleet to an Ethernet (we will often refer to the local network connection as an Eth·
ernet throughout !.he rest of this paper.) Using a LAN to COIUleet the implet to user's machines
keeps the systems loosely coupled, and allows many machines to connect to the impler. FUlther-
more, the loosely connected architecture permits implet or user hardware to be replaced without
affecting the rest of the site's system.
The remainder of this paper describes Cypress and the implet in more detail. Section 2
discusses the multiple functions performed by an impler. Section 3 describes the operating sys-
tem implets run. Section 4 discusses the role ofprotocols in Cypress, including the Internet rout-
ing protocol and the Cypress link-level protocol. Section 5 describes the implet hardware, and
Section 6 discusses the Cypress prototype, giving preliminary measurements of performance.
2. Multifunction Nature of Implets
Cypress implers consist of small minicomputers that run a modified version of a conven-
tional operating system. At the lowest level, the implet functions like a smre-and-forward packet
switch, receiving packets over leased lines, queuing them temporarily, and forwarding them on
This work. Wall :rupponed in part by granlS from the N'atiOllIl1 Sdenl;C Foundation's orlice of Advanc:cd 5I;ic:ntilic
Computing (NSF-851-8369), \&IiiJl additional support from Digital. Equipment Corpol1ltiOll, CSNET,:llId Purdue University
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toward their final destination. In panicular, the packet switching code can receive a packet that
arrives on one Cypress line and transmit it on another without examining the data portion of the
packet
At the second level, each implet functions like an internet gateway [1], accepting packets
from the local area network and routing them onto the Cypress network or vice versa. Indeed, an
implet performs all the gateway functions. It must recognize and correctly route packets to any
address in the Internet. It must advenise routes to networks at the user's site. Fmally, it must
propagate routing information to Internet core gateways.
At the third level, the implet functions like a host computer capable of executing processes.
The implet itself has a network address, and functions like a host compurer on the Cypress net-
work.. It executes processes that monitor network traffic, log enors, and maintain routing tables.
It allows such processes [0 communicate over the networks to which it connects, making it possi-
ble for a process on one implet to communicate with a process on any other machine in the Inter-
ner.. Implets are dedicated machines, however, used continuously for Cypress network operation
and monitoring; they are not available to execute user's programs, even though they reside at the
user's site.
3. Implet Software
Currently. Cypress implelS execute a version of the 4.2BSD UNIXt operating system with
modifications to the kernel that handle packet switching among Cypress lines. Although UNIX is
not a real-time system, there are several benefits to running a conventional operating system.
Fim. existing suppon for TCPIIP. including IP gateway routing code. reduces the problem of
building a gateway to that of specifying routing tables. Second, the framework of process and
device management makes it easy to install Cypress-specific routines Utat control serial lines.
Third. having a conventional system makes it easy to write monitoring programs that execute in
protected address space outside the system kernel. Fourth. having a conventional operating sys-
tem makes it easy to retrieve updates to the software or routing tables from across the network,
and to store them on the local disk..
Unlike packet switches on the ARPANET [4] that are constrained by slow processors and
minimal amoWlts of main memory. Cypress implets can tolerate a conventional operating system
because they have ample main memory and more powerful processors. Even with a conventional
operating system resident. sufficient buffer space remains to operate the network comfortably.
Because communication line speeds are low, the CPU is not a bottleneck. In fact, the CPU is
powerful enough to permit the implet to tolerate code that does not guarantee real-time response.
Although implets execute a conventional operating system. they are not used to edit or com-
pile the software they run. Instead. we prepare new versions of the software on larger develop-
ment machines. When changes to the operating system or TOuting data are ready for installation,
network maintainers invoke the remote login mechanism on an implet (using the Cypress net-
work). Using conventional system utilities. the maintainer transfers new files to the implet's disk.
and, if necessary. reboots the implet
The remote mainrainence approach has worked well throughout Cypress development and
resting. We have performed most of the work from the hub site at Purdue University, with almost
no manual intervention from people at the remote sites. In the furore, we expect to automate me
software distribution even more.
tUNlX is 1I Irndemark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
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4. Cypress Encapsulation and IP Routing
Cypress packet switching code resides below the IP [3] routing layer in the network proto-
col hier.m:;hy. For routing purposes. IF views Cypress as a single network to which the host con-
nects. Thus, although !.he Cypress code may manage several serial lines. it has been insened
below IF as a single pseudo-device, at the same level as device interfaces for nerworks like an
Ethernet (see Figure 1).
Because Cypress is a point-la-point network consisting of geographically separated implets.
not all Cypress implets connect directly to one another. In fact, a typical impler connects to only
1-4 other implets.
Efficient Forwarding
Cypress has its own link. level protocol for shuffling packers 1x:tween implets. Packets
arriving at an irnplet over a serial line are passed to the IF TOuting layer only if the packet is
addressed to that implet, otherwise the Cypress packet-switching code forwards the packet on to
another implel It should be nOted that the IP layer does not examine forwarded packets at all.
Isolating packet switching from IP routing makes it extremely efficient because the implet need
not recompute routes or packet checkswns before forwarding the packet.
Gateway Routing at the IP Level
When the Cypress code receives a packet with its own address in the destination field. it
removes the Cypress encapsulation. and passes the resulting IP datagram to the IP layer. IP
implements routing at the network level. There are three possible cases.
Case 1. The ultimate datagram destination is the implet itself. In this case, IP passes the
datagram to the local operating system (or more specifically, to higher levels ofprotocol software
in the operating system).
Case 2. The ultimate destination of the datagram is a machine on one of the networks to
which the irnplet connects directly (e.g., for a machine on a local Ethernet). IF routes the
datagram directly to its destination, sending it over the interface that connects to the destination
network..
Case 3. The ultimate destination of the datagram is a machine on a network to which the
implet has no direct connection. In this case, IP chooses a gateway machine closer to the ultimate
destination, and sends the datagram to that gateway. It must choose a gateway on a network to
which it directly connects so it can reach the gateway. For example. if the destination is a
machine at the user's site that does not connect to the same Ethernet as the implet. IP must send
the datagram to one of the machines on the local Ethernet that agrees to forward it on to its final
destination. Once IP chooses the next destination, it sends the datagram and the destination
address to the appropriate network interface for delivery.
Now consider how the implet routes packets that originate from a user's machine over the
Cypress network. For purposes of the discussion that follows, we will assume that the site con-
sists of a user's machine. U and a Cypress implct, C (see figure 2). On the user's machine, IP
romes all datagrams that are not intended for U to machine C. thinking of it as a gateway. When
the IP routing mechanism in C receives a datagram dcstined for other than U or C, it consults a
table of routes and chooses as a gateway some Cypress implet. Cg. that is nearer the ultimate des-
tination. Having selected Cg, the IP code passes the datagram to the Cypress routing code for
delivery. The datagram itself retains the ultimate destination address; IP passes the address of Cg
to the Cypress interface code explicitly.
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The immediate destination. Cg will not be the same as l1le packet's ultimate destination.
Cypress uses only the immediate destination (as determined by IP) when routing packets. In fact,
Cypress treats lhe entire datagram, including the ultimate destination addresses in the IF header,
as data.
Cypress routing deals only with routing among machines on the Cypress network. itself. A
given implet may have severa1lines connecting to other implets. The Cypress routing code layer
chooses the line over which the packet should be sent, based on the immediate destination. The
immediate destination specifies a Cypress implet because IF would not otherwise send the
datagram to the Cypress interface.
Relationship orIP and Cypress Addresses
Internally, Cypress uses an 8-bit integer to identify hosts. When one Cypress implet sends a
packet to another implet, it uses the integer to specify the destination (the exact packet format is
shown in figure 4). Outside Cypress, however, implets are identified by their internet (IP)
address, a 32-bit integer.
The current code assumes that it is possible to tr3IlSlate between Internet addresses and
Cypress addresses quickly. In particular, Cypress is a class-C network, meaning that the Internet
address is divided into a 24-bit network identifier and an 8-bit host identifier. Cypress uses the
host portion of the IP destination address as its internal implet id, making the mapping between
IP address and Cypress id trivial.
Example Packet Trace
As an example of routing in Cypress, consider the path of a packet as it travels from the
"oocklin" machine on the University of Arizona's Ethernet to the machine "csnet-sh" located
on an Ethernet at BB&N in Boston (see Figure 3). The distance between the machines is meas-
ured in the number of networks that must be crossed to travel from one to anomer, with the tenn
nerwork oops being applied to the metric. In the example, the machines are separated by 3 net-
work hops: bocldin to ariwna-cypress across the Ethernet at the University of Arizona, arizona-
cypress to csnet-cypress across the Cypress network, and csnet-cypress to csnet-sh across the Eth-
ernet at BB&N. Although implet purdue-cypress lies between the implets arizona-cypress and
csnet-cypress, the trip from arizona-cypress to csnet-cypress comus as only one IP network hop
because only one network has been traversed (viz, Cypress).
Our packet has neither its source nor its destination host on the Cypress network. On the
source machine, bocklin, IP consults its routing tables and determines that csnel-sh can be
reached using arizona-cypress as a gateway. Bocklin sends the packet over Arizona's Ethernet to
arizona-cypress. Implet arizona-cypress, acting as a gateway, accepts the packet from the Ether-
net and consults its IP routing tables to determine where to send the packet Based on routing
tables, it decides to route the packet to machine csnet-cypress. In deciding where to send the
packet, the implet selected from among the gateways it could reach, one that was closest to the
final destination, where the distance metric is the network hop count. Note that to reach csnet-
cypress, a packet must travel through purdue-cypress. However, IP knows nothing of the physi-
cal topology of Cypress when it selects the gateway; it believes that all implets on Cypress are an
equal distance away (1 network hop).
Having selected csnet-cypress as the next gateway. the IP layer in arizona·cypress hands the
packet to lhe Cypress interface, specifying an immediate destination of csnet-cypress. The
Cypress layer software translates the immediate destination address to an internal Cypress id, and
consults its routing tables to determine that the packet should be sent out on the line to purdue-
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cypress. When the packet arrives at purdue-cypress, the Cypress layer looks at the Cypress desti-
nation id to determine that the packet is destined for csnet-cypress. It forwards the packet out on
the line connecting to csnet-cypress. Note that the packet is not sent up to the IP layer at inter-
mediate impiets.
Finally, the packet arrives at csnet-cypress. which inspects the Cypress destination id to
determine that the packet has reached its destination within Cypress. The Cypress interface code
removes the Cypress encapsulation and passes the packet up to the IP layer. IP examines the
packet's ultimare destination as given by the Internet address, and routes the packet to machine
csnet-sh over the Ethernet (to which both machines connect).
Link-level Protocol
Cypress uses its own link-level protocol. Each packet has a 2 octet header, with the second
octet containing the 8-bit Cypress destination id. In the first octect of the header, a 6 bit cype field
indicates the packet type (e.g., IP datagram, internal routing protocol, etc.), and a separate 2 bit
handling field indicares how the packet should be processed (see figure 4).
The handling and type fields are purposefully kept disjoint to reflect the onhogonality of
contents and handling. The handling indicates how the packet is to be routed, whereas the type
field specifies how the packet is being used. Keeping the two separate is especially important in
our work. because we expect to experiment wilh new protocols. Implets need not understand an
experimental protocol to roure packets among implets that do.
Three of the four possible values for packet handling have been defined:
direct. The implet uses the destination id and the standard Cypress routing routes to choose
a line over which the packet is sent If the Cypress destination id specifies that the packet
has arrived at its destination, the implet processes the packet according to the type field.
flood. The packet is broadcast over all Cypress lines except the one by which it arrived. In
addition, the packet is processed locally according to its type field.
reverse path forwarding. The destination id of the packet is inspected. In this case, the des-
tination id field contains the id of the Cypress implet that originated the packet. If the
packet arrived OIi the line over which packets addressed to the source would usually be sent,
the packet is processed locally and forwarded out over all other lines. Otherwise. the packet
is dropped (Le., ignored) without being processed locally.
other. Undefined (and reserved for future use).
Note that direct routing is extremely efficient The software uses a one-dimensional array to map
a destination id into a line over which the packet should be sent to reach that destination. Funh-
ermore, the Cypress protocol has no checksum, nor does it decrement a "hop count".
Currently, the only packet type understood by all implets is an IP datagram. When IP pack-
ets arrive that are addressed to the implet, the Cypress software handles them by passing them to
the IP layer (after removing the Cypress header). Future implementations may include a packet
type for routing, that will allow implets to propagate routing information.
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Packet Framing
Currently, Cypress uses a byte oriented packet framing protocol for transmitting Cypress
packets out on serial lines. That is. packets received from the Cypress layer are packaged into
frames which are sent out as a byte stream over physical lines. The receiving implet recognizes
frames. converting them back into packets before passing them to the Cypress layer software.
Two eight bit characters are reserved for framing purposes and are escaped whenever they appear
as data in a packet Frames are separated by the reserved character ETX, which stands for end of
text. In addition. since an ETX may appear as data in a packet, a DLE or data link escape charac-
ter must be used to escape ETX's that appear in the data. Since the DLE character is also
reserved. we also escape DLE's that appear in the data.
In converting a packet into a frame. all occurences ofDLE are replaced by the two character
sequence OLE-X, and the two character sequence DLE-Y replaces all occurences of ETX. The
characters X and Y (set to 0 and 1 hex respectively) were chosen to be different from both the
DLE and ETX character. TIlis insures that an ETX cannot appear in the frame ilSelf, making it
easy to recognize frnmes. In addition, because a reserved character appearing as data in the packet
does not appear in the frame itself, the loss of a OLE characrer due to line or other errors does not
cause the receiver to erroneously process data characrers in the frame as special (see figure 4).
Routing Tables and Updates
At present, Cypress link-level routing information is static. At sysrem startup, the implet
loads from disk a table that maps Cypress destination ids to specific leased lines over which the
packets should be sent The implet logs an error and drops all arriving packers that have a desti-
nation id for which no route exists. Route table entries can be modified by privileged processes
that issue system calls to the kernel. By providing a mechanism through which user processes
can update routing tables, we anticipate furore versions of implets that exchange routing informa-
tion and make dynamic changes.
Maintenance of Routing Tables
Information a1x>ut Cypress network topology and details of interconnections is kept in a
centrally maimained database. The database consists of a file that contains entries for each implet
as well as a description of the leased line characteristics (e.g. the bandwidth), and how lines con-
nect to implets. On a given implet, each connection to a leased line is assigned a logical number.
A given line has two logical numbers associated with it, one for each end. The file contains all
the information needed to build link-level routing tables for an implet
Because the database uses logical numbers, all routing table manipulation, including the
specification, insertion, deletion, and lookup of roures, is perfonned using these logical numbers.
The logical numbers must be bound to physical lines on the implet at boot time.
A routing server at the central site provides access to routing information to all implets.
The server consults the central file to obtain infonnation on the network sttucture and line speeds.
It then generares link-level routing tables for the requesting site using a shonest-path algorithm,
where the distance metric gives a good approximation of real network delays based on line speed.
For instance, the delay of traversing a single 9600 bps connection is considered equal [0 travers-
ing twO 19200 bps connections. When two or more routes are equal in delay, the distance metric
chooses the route wilh least hop count.
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The purdue-cypress] implet runs the route server, and is used to boorsrrap new sites onto
the network. When a new impler is installed at a site. it is configured so that logical line 0 is
bound to the physical line that is on the shortest path to purdue-cypressl (usually, there is only
one line connected to a new implet). The motivarion for establishing such a default is to auto-
mate the "bootstrap" process. Initially, the implet is configured to route all packers over logical
line O. Thus. even before routes have been installed, the implet can reach purdue-cypress]
through line O.
When a new site is brought on line. the manager uses the default route ro connect to
purdue-cypress] and retrieve a correct routing table. The correct routing table can be stored on
local disk for successive restans, or installed in the kernel while the implet is running.
Implers need not rely on local storage for link-level routing tables. In fact, the current
software always uses the network to obtain routes. At system startup, the implet executes a client
program that intializes the link level routing tables. The client program first installs a static route
to logical line 0 for purdue-cypress], and then opens a TCP connection to the route server. The
client identifies itself to the server so the server can know which implet needs routes. The server
responds by sending the routes to be installed, which the client writes to a temporary file. If the
client is successful in contacting the server and obtaining new routes, it replaces the contents of
irs permanent routing information file with the contents of the temporary file. It then installs the
routes from the permanent file in the kernel. The permanent file provides a backup in case the
client cannot contact the route server (e.g.• when purdue-cypress] is down). The point is that an
implet always installs the most recently received routes.
S. Hardware Configuration
Like imps in the ARPANET [4]. Cypress implers are dedicated to executing network code.
They do not offer general-purpose timesharing services for users. Imps, however, are based on
smaIL slow processors (mainly Digital Equipment Corporation LSI lIs), that have limited
address space and CPU capacity. Implets, on the other hand, make use of the larger and faster
minicomputers available. By taking advantage of minicomputer technologies, we avoid most of
the constraints imposed by older machines. In particular, buffer space, table sizes, and CPU
speed is not a problem.
A typical implet consists of a minicomputer such as a Digital Equipment Corporation
Microvax II, or SUN microsystems SUN 3/175. It has between 2 to 4 megabytes of main
memory, an Ethernet interface that attaches it to the Local Area Network at a site, serial line
interfaces that connect it to other implets, and a small fixed disk from which it can rebooL Early
experience has shown that an implet cannot afford to service interrupts for each character
transferred. So, to enable the CPU to handle more than a few leased lines, the serial I/O inter·
faces must perform Direct Memory Access (DMA) on both input and output. Ideally, the line
interface hardware should implement a data-link: protocol like HDLC, that subsumes the details
of error detection and retransmission. interrupting the CPU only when an incoming packet has
been successfully read into memory, or an outgoing packet had been sucessfu1ly transmitted.
6. Prototype Cypress Network
We have built a prototype network, with implets located at the CSNET Coordination and
Infonnation Cemer (CIC), Bolt Beranek and Newman Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
the University of Arizona in Tuscon, Arizona, Digital Equipment Corporation's Western
Research Labor.:nory (DECWRL) in Palo Alto, California, and Purdue University in West Lafay-
ette, Indiana. ImplelS consist of Digital Equipment Corporation VAX lln25 computers, which
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are composed of a VAX730 CPU, a DEUNA Ethernet card. a Dill32 serial communications
board, and a 52 megabyte RC25 disk subsystem. Each site is coIUlected to a hub at Purdue by a
9.6Kbps leased line. The implets connect to an Ethernet as well as to Cypress. Purdue has two
implets that connect to the DARPA Internet
Performance
One of the most important goals of a host interconnection strategy is good performance.
Low delay, high throughput, reliabilty, and cost effectiveness have been suggested as the funda-
mental goals in building data communication networks {2]. Delay refers [0 the amount of time
berween the sending of the first bit in a message and the reciept at the destination of the last bit in
the message. Low delay is particularly important to interactive users who wait for a response
after entering keystrokes at a terminal. Throughput refers to the amount of user data that can
succesfu1ly be transmined across the network. between two processes during a given period of
time. We have performed a preliminary analysis of the first two goals, and leave !.he remaining
two for further study.
Experiment
Using the prototype system, experiments were designed to measure the throughput and
delay in our system. Throughput was measured using the stream oriented protocol TCP. The file
transfer utility FTP was used to transfer the file Ivmunix between sires.IVmunix is an executable
binary image that contains a mixture of both program text and data. Much of the data is in binary,
but some ascii strings are inclUded. FIP's binary option was used allowing FI'P to transfer the
data without scaruring it one character at a time.
Delay was measured using the utility ping. Ping measures the amount of time required for a
packet to travel to and retum from a destination host. TIlis so called "round trip time" is com-
puted by measuring the time required for a host to respond to an ICMP [5J echo request. All hosts
implementing IP are required to respond to an IeMP echo request as part of the protocol
specification. Although the time measured by ping also reflects time spent by hosts processing
packets, this time is a negligible proponion of the total round trip time.
Measurements were conducted using the configuration shown in figure 3. The experiment
was conducted on essentially inactive lines. The only traffic on the lines besides that generated by
our experiments consisted of periodic broadcast packets containing routing information.
Throughput as measured by FTP is given in table 1. Round trip times measured by ping are
shown in table 2.
Theoretical Limits
Initial experimenrs show that the the Cypress protocols achieve near optimal data rates.
Specifically, we observe data rates of over 800 bytes per second on user data. The rest of the
available line bandwidth is consumed by packet headers and framing bits. In order to find the
optimal upper bound on throughput, we must consider the protocols and hardware used in the
prototype.
In our prototype, all implets are connected by 9600 bps serial lines, using lhe D1v1F32 asyn-
chronous hardware interface. For each 8 bit character sem from one machine to another, 2 addi-
tional bits are required for framing. That is. each byte sent is preceded by a so-called start bit,
and followed by a StOp bit. As a result, 10 bit times are needed to send an 8 bit byte. limiting the
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Source Destination Bvtes Time (Seconds) Data Rate (bvtes/sec)
Arizona Cypressl 237568 295 805
Cypress! Arizona 237568 295 805
Arizona CSNET 237568 295 805
CSNET Arizona 237568 295 805
Arizona Cypress2 237568 296 802
Cypress2 Arizona 238592 298 800
Arizona DECWRL 237568 302 786
DECWRL Arizona 237568 299 794
Table 1: Data rates as measured by FI'P.
Source Destination Data Size Time (msec)
100 392
CypressI Arizona 200 599
300 820
100 671
Cypress2 Arizona 200 1094
300 1530
100 1085
DECWRL Arizona 200 1704
300 2351
Table 2; Average IOWld trip times as measured by ping.
maximum throughput of a 9600 bit per second channel to 960 byres/sec.
In the prototype, we have chosen to limit packet sizes to 350 bytes. This limit., known as
the Maximum Transfer Unit (MfU), is configured at system startup, and is known to the IF' layer.
Whenever IP hands packets to the Cypress interface, it guarantees that they will not exceed the
size specified by the Cypress MTU. IF fragments datagrams larger than the MTU into smaller
pieces and sends them across Cypress to their next IP destination one at a time, where the receiv-
ing IP software reassembles the pieces into the original datagram.
To obtain an estimate of the best possible rate at which user data can be passed across
Cypress. we must also examine the protocols used. For a stream connection using TCP, each
packet contains 42 bytes of header, 20 for TCP, 20 for!P, and 2 for Cypress. In addition, at least
one byte separates packets. O1aracler stuffing or optional fields in the headen; may add more
overhead. as will line errors resulting in retransmissions; we are only estimating the best case.
In the best case, all but 43 byres of the MTU contain user data. Thus. the portion of the
hardware bandwidth available for user data transmission is (M11J-43)/MTU. In our case, at most
(350-43)/350 = 87.7% of lhe line space is available. This gives a maximum data rate for user
transfer of .877*960 = 842 bytes/sec. Of coun;e, this rate is an optimistic upper bound, one we
are unlikely to achieve in practice. The test of~rfonnance is how closely we can approach it
Analysis Of Results
Looking at table 1, we see lhal measured date rales around 805 bytes/sec. Thus. we observe
throughput within 96% of the best possible. The data rate decreases slightly as the number of
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hops increases. The decrease can be explained by interference from other traffic on the network.
Implers periodically generate broadcast packets that contain routing information; they did so
throughout the experimental measurements. As the number of hops between two sires increases.
there is an increase in the number of other packers that use the same lines as those generated by
our experiments. For example, a file transfer from arizona-cypress to purdue-cypressl competes
only with broadcast traffic generated by the arizona machine. A transfer from arizona~cypress to
decwrl-cypress, however, competes with broadcast traffic generated by arizona-cypress, purdue-
cypressl. and purdue-cypress2.
Conclusion
We have designed a new addition to the DARPA Internet that uses leased lines to intercon-
nect multifunction packet switches called implers. At the lowest level, each implet provides
packet switching among leased line interconnections. At the next level, the implet operates like
an IF gateway, switching packets between Cypress and the local area network at a user's site. At
the highest level, the implet nms a conventional operating system that allows executing processes
to access the network and control routes. One interesting process automatically updates routing
information when the implet first starts.
We have built and measured a prototype Cypress network. The protoype consists of 5
implets located at 4 geographically separated sites. Intitial experiments have confirmed that such
an interconnection strategy can yield impressive lhroughpUl performance, but round trip times
can become quite long. Funher experimentation will be required to determine how long delays
affect stream oriented protocols like TCP that use roundtrip times to control retnmsmission
timers.
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Figure 1. ConceptualleveIs of network software. Although Cypress is a single network, a given implet may
































Figure 3. Example configuration of cypress sites.
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